Abstract-This paper addresses the problem of target geo-localization in complex multipath environments such as indoor and urban settings. In both radar applications (where targets are non-cooperative) and navigation in GPS-denied areas using RF signals (where the subject is cooperative), multipath propagation is a well-known cause of large geo-location errors except in rare cases when a very accurate channel model is available. This work addresses more typical situations of uncertain channel properties by jointly estimating target position and multipath parameters. The proposed Simultaneous Target and Multipath Positioning (STAMP) approach involves an application of multi-scan multi-hypothesis data association to approximate recursive Bayesian estimates of both moving target location as well as specular reflector and point scatterer locations. STAMP achieves joint estimation by exploiting the different dynamics of targets (e.g., people moving) versus channel parameters (e.g., fixed wall locations). Algorithm performance is evaluated in simulation for radar localization of a non-cooperative target in an uncertain urban multipath environment. In addition, the successful demonstration of STAMP geolocation using real wideband microwave data collected in an actual building foyer with unknown floor plan is discussed. Finally, the issue of identifiability of both target and multipath parameters is explored via analysis of the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) on joint estimation of target and multipath parameters in both line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
O NE of the biggest challenges faced by both non-cooperative and cooperative methods for RF geolocation of objects in complex terrain, such as indoor or urban environments, is the presence of multipath propagation. In both mono-static and bi-static radar applications, reflections and scattering of RF energy from the target along different paths have largely precluded accurate geolocation without extensive training data (e.g., detailed environmental modeling) which is usually impractical to obtain. This paper concerns the exploitation of multipath signals in uncertain multipath environments by considering how and when joint estimation of target location and channel parameters is possible. Previous work on the problem of non-cooperative target localization in multipath channels using varying amounts of a priori channel modeling has addressed a variety of applications such urban GMTI radar [1] , over-the-horizon radar (OTHR) [6] , urban through-the-wall radar sensing [7] and underwater acoustic source localization [5] . For cooperative subjects, multipath has been exploited for navigation in GPS-denied indoor/urban environments [2] , [3] given accurate environmental modeling. The type of multipath channel modeling varies significantly depending on the specific geolocation application [6] - [10] . For example, in OTHR, the spatially-varying plasma frequency profile of ionosphere is measured using extensive ionospheric sounders; for indoor/urban radar synthetic aperture sensing, knowledge of the reflective geometry from building floor plans/local maps are used to obtain detailed physical models of multipath observations [7] - [10] . While in some situations, considerable environmental data is available, numerical multipath models are often both computationally intensive and sensitive to model mismatch. Alternatively, pattern classification-based approaches have been proposed based on matching received signals to templates obtained as a function of hypothesized source locations [11] , [12] . These methods, however, require extensive training data from measurements taken over a dense grid of possible source locations.
In more recent work, to avoid the need for high fidelity channel modeling, the dynamics of the target position have been included in the geolocation process to obtain estimates of both moving target positions and multipath parameters [14] - [16] . In [14] , the problem of indoor GPS using multiple, surrounding transmitters was treated by modeling only specular reflections from surfaces of uncertain position and using a probabilistic data association filter (PDAF) to link detected arrivals with multipath raymodes. In [15] , a localization algorithm was developed to jointly estimate mobile transmitter positions and random scatter positions with angle-of-arrival (AOA), angle-of-departure (AOD), and time-of-arrival (TOA) measurements. Two serious issues, however, have limited the application of conventional tracking solutions to geolocation in complex environments for both non-cooperative (e.g., indoor radar) and cooperative (e.g., indoor GPS) applications. The first is the presence of false tracks due to multipath reflections from the same target which can be easily mistaken as multiple "ghost" targets. In particular, traditional single-scan data association approaches, such as the PDAF, are unable to associate multipath returns which can be widely separated in delay, Doppler, and/or angle. The second issue, more fundamental than the first, concerns the question of when there is sufficient information in the observed data to perform geolocation in presence of channel uncertainty.
In this paper, we derive a multi-scan geolocation method for both non-cooperative and cooperative target tracking in uncertain multipath environments, which we refer to as Simultaneous Target and Multipath Positioning (STAMP). STAMP is inspired by methods for Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) used in robotics [17] where simultaneous navigation and mapping is performed. The general framework for STAMP [16] uses a state vector which contains both the target position and multipath channel parameters. As in other recent approaches, STAMP requires: 1) a stochastic model for the dynamics of the targets and multipath channels parameters, and 2) a set of observations (e.g., TOA and AOA) which over time can be used to infer the underlying state sequence. STAMP, however, simultaneously tracks moving targets over an entire history of observation intervals which enables the algorithm to resolve ambiguities caused by "ghost" targets and learn the physical environmental parameters, e.g., wall locations, associated with each multipath, which are assumed to be stationary relative to the target dynamics. By using these environmental parameter estimates, STAMP can geo-locate targets even when they move into non-line-of-sight (NLOS) regions but have returns which reflect off the same multipath scattering centers.
The new approach for multi-dwell data association of multipath returns presented here is based on multi-hypothesis data association. In our previous related work [16] , Viterbi Data Association (VDA) was proposed as a multi-scan method offering improved performance in clutter over the conventional singledwell nearest neighbor (NN), joint probabilistic data association filter (JPDAF) [20] , [30] and 2-D assignment methods [21] - [23] , which was originally developed for tracking line-ofsight targets in high levels of backscatter clutter from the ground [18] , [19] . This application of VDA can be interpreted as a dynamic programing approach to the multiple hypothesis tracking (MHT) problem with a specific "Viterbi Pruning scheme". Although dynamic programming yields a suboptimal solution, the speed of VDA makes it computationally efficient [19] . In this paper, we present a VDA-liked multi-hypothesis data association method tailored to the STAMP problem using the framework given in [16] , [24] to obtain a new pruning scheme derived as an -best assignment. In addition, a multi-hypothesis extended Kalman Filter (EKF) based algorithm is proposed for STAMP. Finally, practical issues of track and multipath propagation ray mode initialization are also addressed to minimize the a priori information required.
The techniques developed in this paper can be applied to geolocation using either "one-way" or "two-way" propagation models. While two-way propagating modeling for an indoor radar is considered in simulations, for demonstration using real microwave data, a one-way model is used. Simplification to the one-way case demonstrates the multipath exploitation while obviating the need to model the ground clutter and complex target-specific scattering characteristics. Real data experimental results for the one-way indoor target positioning are presented using an S-band low-power bi-static radar testbed [26] , [27] to track a mobile transmitter using the proposed STAMP algorithm. Moreover, for one-way multipath propagation, the question of identifiability can be tractably explored by evaluating the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) for joint target and multipath parameter estimation with TOA/AOA observations. Although prior studies have addressed line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) localization accuracies in terms of the mean-square-error based CRLB [28] , [29] and a binaryerror-metric based information theoretic bound [34] , this work focuses on the question of how each propagation modes contributes to the Fisher information and when the target and multipath propagation parameters are identifiable as a function of available observations. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a model for multipath radar tracking of non-cooperative targets is described which considers both target and multipath parameter dynamics. The details of the STAMP algorithm are given in Section III including the multi-hypothesis multipath data association and the recursive Bayesian tracker, with a numeric example illustrated in Section IV. Section V discusses the identifiability of the joint target position and multipath parameter estimation problem and the results of real data experiments using a microwave S-band radar testbed [26] , [27] .
II. DYNAMIC TARGET AND MULTIPATH MODELING

A. Dynamic Target Modeling
Consider the problem of tracking a moving non-cooperative target with time-of-arrival (TOA), angle-of-arrival (AOA) and angle-of-departure (AOD) observations using a bi-static radar system whose transmitter and receiver locate at and respectively in a 2-D space. In order to jointly estimate target and multipath parameters, a dynamical model is required. Denoting as the target -ground coordinates and as the -vector velocity at observation dwell , the dynamics of the target are modeled via the linear discrete-time state equation: (1) where for a non-maneuvering target: (2) denotes an identity matrix and is the zero-mean Gaussian target process noise and is the sampling interval between consecutive dwells.
In general, the radar return from the target can be received via both line-of-sight (LOS) and multipath propagations, where each two-way radar return consists of a transmitting (Tx to target) and a receiving (target to Rx) one-way ray mode. In this work, we model each one-way propagation path, either transmitting or receiving path, based on a parameter vector associated with parameters of the physical environment. Assuming all parameters of is time invariant, the dynamical model for these parameters is simply:
Combining (1) and (3) 
where the system process noise is zero-mean Gaussian distributed with a covariance matrix:
The structure of STAMP system has some similarity to the SLAM set-up [17] , where Dissanayake et al. provided convergence properties of SLAM for linear Gaussian system, so that the uncertainty of the time invariant multipath parameter estimate decreases monotonically as successive observations are obtained. In our problem, however, the challenge is to handle multipath propagation paths, which are not considered in modeling for SLAM.
B. Multipath Propagation Modelling
In this work, we consider physical optics based multipath propagating models including both specular reflections and point-scattering centers. In the case of , two types of reflectors are considered to produce multipath observations: flat planes and point scatters, shown in Fig. 1 . Flat planes reflectors are defined as straight lines based on Hessian normal form:
, with parameter vector (Note that when the orientations of the flat planes are known, e.g., the wall is either horizontal or vertical, there is only one parameter per path, , which represents the distances between walls and origin). The planes are assumed to be specular reflectors and are able to produce images source with a delay (aka "slant" range) and bearing depending on the position of the incident source as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Point scatters are modeled as discrete points in a 2-D map defined by their location parameter vector , where and are coordinates of the scattering point. The point scatters can be convex/concave edges or irregular shaped objects, which produce diffusive reflections. Since angle-of-arrival (AOA) observations are constant for the point scatters, the multipath returns from point scatters provides only range information of target as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) .
To obtain the observation vector made at the radar receiver, assume the 3 1 observation vector, , consists of time-of-arrival (TOA), AOA and angle-of-departure (AOD) observations. Note that realistic systems for AOA and AOD measurement involve directional antennas and/or MIMO techniques [13] . Denoting the number of one-way ray modes as including the direct path, the total number of possible two-way modes received by the radar is . The nonlinear observation equation for in terms of the state vector is then defined: (6) where is zero-mean Gaussian distributed observation noise with covariance . For flat plane reflectors, we have. and for direct path, it is simply that:
Note that the foregoing considers modeling of discrete, resolved multipath returns. In practice, unresolvable components and diffusely scattered energy will also be present. While in this model, these components essentially contribute "noise" to our estimation problem, they may in fact contain significant information about the target location. Alternative approaches for geolocation using a statistical model of the RF propagation has been proposed in [11] , [34] . As shown with real data experimental results in Section V, modeling only the specular reflections and point scattered returns is arguably sufficient for our problem and results in a tractable algorithm. Specifically, this regime appears adequate to handle the important problem of indoor geolocation using WiFi and ISM frequencies between 2 to 5.2 GHz. 
III. THE SIMULTANEOUS TARGET AND MULTIPATH POSITIONING (STAMP) ALGORITHM
The STAMP algorithm combines target tracking, data association, and multipath modeling within a recursive Bayesian estimation framework. An overview block diagram of STAMP is shown in Fig. 2 . Defining and as the set of measurements (e.g., scans or dwells) and STAMP states up to dwell , and as a data association sequence for the total of dwells, the STAMP algorithm maximizes the posterior probability with respect to the state vectors and data associations, given the set of observations up to time . In order to obtain computational tractable maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates, STAMP decomposes the problem into two components: 1) data association to solve the unknown observation-to-mode correspondence, shown as gray blocks in Fig. 2 , and 2) a tracker to update the target position and multipath parameter estimates, shown as the white blocks in Fig. 2 . As new observations are obtained, a tree of hypothesized data associations is updated based on previous associations. The multi-dwell data association updates the cumulative joint-likelihood and finds the best association(s). Updating and prediction of target track and channel parameters are achieved by the extended Kalman filter (EKF), although alternative recursive Bayesian methods such as particle filters could be employed. In the following subsections, details of each STAMP component are presented.
A. Multi-Hypothesis Data Association
We utilize a multi-hypothesis algorithm where a sequence of detected observations is linked across multiple dwells in the presence of false alarms and the birth/death of multipath propagation modes. The multi-hypothesis algorithm is essentially a multi-dwell batch algorithm employing a sequence of observations in contrast to conventional single-dwell methods (e.g., nearest neighbor association or probabilistic data association methods). Suppose at time , the number of two-way propagation modes is , and define the observation set as where is the number of observations obtained. Let represent the temporal data association hypothesis at time , which can be interpreted as the association between the modes and the observations, e.g., th observation originates from th propagation mode. Let define a data association hypotheses sequence up to . A hypothesis tree could then be constructed whose width (i.e., number of branches) expands exponentially with depth (i.e., time step ). Multi-hypothesis data association seeks to find the optimal hypothesis sequence by minimizing the negative logarithm joint likelihood function of the cumulative observation set given cumulative target state as (8) where is the most likely association hypothesis sequence. Since, in general, the computational complexity grows exponentially with the number of dwells, (8) is simplified by assuming: (9) where is denoted as the transition likelihood at time . The decomposition in (9) would be exact if the state sequence, , were known exactly. The approximation arises from the fact that a state sequence estimate, , is used which violates the strictly Markov model but facilitates computationally efficient optimization of (8) to be performed recursively at each time step.
The computation of transition likelihood is solved as a 0-1 integer programming problem [33] . We assume that each measurement , from can be 1) originated from one of the existing propagation modes, 2) from a new propagation mode or 3) be a false alarm. In addition, some of the previously estimated propagation modes may not be detected or presented at the current dwell . Therefore, we can define a binary assignment variable, , based on a given association hypothesis such that represents that th observation corresponding to th propagation mode, and otherwise. In particular, for implies that the th propagation mode is not observed at time , while for denotes th observation originates from a false-alarm or a new propagation raymode. Under the assumption of the one-to-one correspondence between propagation modes and observations, each propagation mode can produce at most one observation and vice versa. Therefore, the following constraints can be derived for the binary assignment variable:
Assuming the unassociated measurements are uniformly distributed in a total surveillance area , the log transition likelihood, , can be then formulated as a two-dimensional assignment problem [21] as, (12) with (13) where is negative logarithm likelihood probability measuring the probabilistic correspondence between th observation and th mode, where and denote the predicted measurement and innovation matrix. and represent the probabilities that raymode is not presented at time and observation has no existing propagation mode to associate with respectively. Probability denotes the probability that mode can be observed at .
The gating process described in [19] is utilized to reduce the increasing computational cost due to large and . At time t, observation is defined as a valid measurement for th mode given hypothesis parent , if it falls in the three dimensional validation region as, (14) where is Chi-squared distributed associated with the gate probability , i.e., the probability that the validation region contains the true measurement. If an observation falls outside the validation region, the log likelihood is assigned as , and all temporal hypotheses with will be eliminated. Furthermore, we can also utilize physical constraints of the propagation model to eliminate impossible associations. For example, the TOA of the direct path must be shorter than any of the multipath TOAs, and the receiver and target must be on the same side of the planar reflectors.
Gating and mode validation can significantly reduce the number of child hypotheses from each parent . However, the total number of still grows exponentially as the hypothesis tree expands with depth. Further pruning in breath is thus required to facilitate real time processing in the presence of longer observation sequences. In this work, instead of brute-force computation of all hypothesis sequences, , only the -best hypothesis sequences are kept at each time while others are pruned. This is performed by, 1) computing the -best temporal hypothesis from each hypothesis parent , corresponding to the largest values in (12) using dynamic programing or Murty's ranking algorithm [21] , [25] , and 2) selecting the best sequences from the total candidates and prune the rest . This procedure ensures the number of hypothesis sequences remaining at each time step is made constant at each time which ensures the computational feasibility of this method.
B. Recursive Bayesian Estimation
Geolocation estimates may be obtained using the -best raymode-to-data associations by employing a recursive Bayesian tracker to update the target position and channel parameter estimates for all the associations. In this work, for the sake of its computational efficiency, the EKF [30] is selected to deal with the nonlinear observation equation (6) and (7) . A brief description of the tracking component of STAMP is given below State Prediction: Let represent the error covariance matrix of the state estimate for . Given and , the state prediction step computes the means and covariance matrix of the Gaussian prior distribution of as (15) (16) Observation Prediction: Following state prediction, the observation from th mode can be is predicted as: (17) The system innovation and its covariance matrix of a specific association are then given by: (18) (19) (20) where and DIAG denote vertical and diagonal concatenation operations respectively when , and is the linearized observation matrix for th mode.
State Update: Given the prior and likelihood distribution of above, the posterior mean can be computed in terms of the state estimate and corresponding error covariance matrix as:
where the Kalman gain matrix is given by (23) The above recursion estimation algorithm requires initialization of the multipath parameters and target position, which must be addressed in practice. For multipath channels in particular, the total number of ray modes is often unknown. This necessitates an approach for new reflector or scatterer initiation and validation. Furthermore, the track initialization of target position is also a well-known challenge due to the uncertainty and difficulty of LOS ray mode identification. If the LOS path observation is present, the target position can be directly initialized from the LOS observation. If the LOS path is absent, however, the target position and multipath parameters are jointly initialized until STAMP identifiability requirements (as discussed in the sequel) are achieved, or until the first LOS observation appears. Typically it is not known a priori whether the LOS path is present, nor which observation corresponds to the LOS path. To address this issue, multiple hypotheses of the initial target position are utilized at the first dwell . As successive measurements are obtained, incorrect initial hypotheses are eliminated using the proposed multi-hypothesis data association. At time , all unassociated observations are viewed as newly observed propagation ray modes. A validation process is performed in the next few time dwells, so that the newly initiated ray modes with low recurrence frequencies are also be eliminated.
IV. SIMULATED STAMP GEOLOCATION OF A NON-COOPERATIVE TARGET
To demonstrate the STAMP performance for the problem of non-cooperative target geolocation in an uncertain urban environment, consider the scenario shown in Fig. 3 . A monostatic wideband radar is located at the origin with 8 transmit and 8 receive elements. The multipath environment is simulated assuming three plane reflectors and two point scatters. The point target starts from the LOS region in the upper-right corner of the figure, moves along the red trajectory, enters the NLOS region where the direct path is unobservable due to the obstructions (grey area in Fig. 3) , and eventually returns to LOS with total 120 observed dwells. The received target return is based on Swerling 1 model [7] such that: (24) where denotes the two way propagating distance, and and refer to initial target slat range and initial SNR respectively. The parameter represents SNR loss due to reflections and/or scatterers. In particular, we assume specular reflections and point scatterers produce dB loss per bounce and dB respectively. In this example, the total number of reflectors and/or scatterers is assumed known a priori (i.e., but with multipath parameters initialized with large uncertainties. A constant false alarm rate detector is utilized with . The convergence and resulting accuracy of the STAMP estimates for this simulation scenario are shown in Fig. 4 . Figs. 4(a)-(d) indicate the parameter estimate and confidence intervals at four different time instances. At an dB, to see the impact of LOS vs. NLOS observations, we initially assume the data association is known exactly. Red solid lines denote the ground truth of the target trajectory and the reflector/scatterer positions. The blue solid lines are the STAMP estimates with the dashed lines as the 95% confident boundaries (for plane reflector, the correlation between and are ignored for visible simplicity). Fig. 4(a) illustrates initial conditions for all estimates with large biases and uncertainties. At , Fig. 4(b) , the target enters the NLOS region, and both target position and reflector estimates approach the ground truth with the error variance reduced dramatically at this moment. Fig. 4(c) shows the instance when the target returns to LOS region at . During the NLOS interval, the estimate error of target position increases and its error covariance ellipse also expands. However the variance of reflector estimation error decrease monotonically since they are time-invariant. For , when the direct path is observable again, the target position estimate error significantly reduced, and all estimates converge to the ground truth when the track is terminated as shown in Fig. 4(d) .
To evaluate the effectiveness of multi-hypothesis data association, Monte Carlo simulations were performed to compare the tracking performance with the perfect data association case and single-scan data association schemes i.e., local nearest neighbor (LNN) and joint nearest neighbor (JNN) data association algorithms. LNN, the simpler of the two conventional association methods computes the distance between each propagation mode and observation in the scene and associates the closest pairs independently. JNN is a more general probabilistic version of LNN which estimates the most likely temporal association hypothesis at each dwell. In this sense, JNN can be viewed as a special case of the proposed -best algorithm with . The gating parameters assumed for the simulation are with , and the number of hypothesis kept for each time step is selected to be 20. Fig. 5 illustrates the off-track error rate as a function of for 100 independent runs, i.e., the percentage of the number of realizations with an instantaneous target position estimation error greater 3 meters. At an dB, due to lower detectability, even the perfect data association produces a 40% off-track rate and all of the data association methods present unsatisfactory performances. When increases to 15 dB, however, the only proposed multi-hypothesis algorithm produces a 10% off-track rate while JNN and LNN are both with rates greater than 50%. Finally, the -best algorithm approaches a 0% off-track rate at dB, which is approximately 20 dB lower than either JNN or LNN.
The second metric utilized to quantify the data association performance is the cumulative probability distribution function (CDF) of the negative cumulative joint negative log likelihood function which is minimized in (8) . The result of total 100 Monte Carlo runs is shown in Fig. 6 . We assume as 15 dB, and the perfect data association is marked as the red curve as an upper bound of performances. Compared to the JNN method, the multi-hypothesis algorithm with is much closer to the upper bound. Notice that the "step jumps", which appear when CDF is greater than 0.8 for the -best method and 0.3 for JNN, are due to the fact that one or more reflectors are miss-associated over the whole tracking process (i.e., all observations from theses reflectors are regarded false alarms). Therefore, although the target can be tracked based on multipath observations from other reflectors, the resulting likelihood is far off the upper bound
V. STAMP GEOLOCATION WITH REAL MICROWAVE DATA
In this section, the STAMP algorithm is demonstrated using real wideband microwave radar data in a natural indoor mul- tipath setting. Since radar geolocation from backscatter data is complicated by factors such as ground-clutter, complex non-point-like target-specific scattering characteristics, and multi-target cases which are beyond the scope of this paper, the demonstration here is limited to a one-way multipath propagation scenario. Although a significant simplification of the two-way monostatic radar problem, this real data experiment provides justification for the use of relatively simple propagation models for geolocation purposes. The objective is to use a radar receiver array to track the moving bistatic transmitter. The transmitter and receiver are synchronized so that the absolute TOA is available. Letting the radar receiver be located at the origin, the STAMP state equation of the one-way problem is identical to (4) . However, the one-way observation vector now only consists of TOA and AOA observations, with:
where and are given in (7) . The total number of propagating modes is also reduced to . In the following, we evaluate the two-way STAMP algorithm derived in Section III on this one-way problem. Before doing so, however, we consider the identifiability of target location and multipath parameter estimation for such one-way scenarios.
A. Target and Multipath Parameter Identifiability
This section discusses identifiability by examining the boundedness of the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) on joint target and multipath estimation. While, in principal, the two-way radar problem is of greatest interest, here we consider the one-way problem both for its tractability and for consistency with the real data experiment described below. We start by addressing necessary (but possibly not sufficient) conditions for initializing STAMP, by considering the case of observations obtained at a single dwell, which are correctly associated with one LOS path observation and multipath observations from multipath propagation modes. The unknown STAMP system parameter vector to be estimated is thus defined as , where the target vector speed is not required for initialization and multipath parameter vector is assumed to be a 2 1 vector for . Note that in addition to the observation set , supplementary observations of , denoted as , may also be available. For example, other sensing scheme may provide additional target position observations , and wireless channel probing may obtain the channel parameter observation which could be used to form a prior distribution on these parameters [4] .
The CRLB provides bounds the variance (or covariance matrix) of unbiased estimation of the unknown parameter vector , based on the expected curvature of the logarithm likelihood function. Denoting as the Gaussian likelihood function of observation Z conditioned on the true parameter vector x, the log likelihood is given by (26a) where is a nonlinear function of the LOS path observation and refers to the model of th ray mode. Note that the first term in (26a) vanishes when direct-path is not present, i.e.,
. We also assume a Gaussian distribution for the supplementary observation and , independent of the observation set . Therefore, the logarithm likelihood of the supplementary observation is (26b) If and are not available, both and become all zero matrices, and the supplementary observation has no contribution to the CRLB. Based on the assumptions given by (26) , the following proposition is made:
Proposition 1: The CRLBs for the target position and the multipath parameter are given by
where
and denotes the CRLB on excluding the contribution from th raymode.
Proof: See Appendix I. To interpret the bounds in (27) and (28), we define the 2 2 non-negative definite matrix in (27) which characterizes the Fisher information obtained from th ray mode. As the number of modes increases, the CRLB on decreases as Fisher information is added. It can also be shown that: (30) The upper limit on is obtained when is known exactly (i.e., as ), where the uncertainty of is eliminated and the CRLB on the target position decreases. The lower limit on the Fisher information is attained when no distribution on is available (i.e., . We define the Blind NLOS Initiation (BNI) problem as the localization scenario when both direct-path observation and priori information is absent, which is a fundamental challenge for indoor localization. Since the analysis of BNI depends on the dimension of parameter , or L, the following proposition can be derived for :
Proposition 2: When , target position is not identifiable regardless of number of modes at a single dwell for BNI. However, in the case of two dwells, the minimal number of ray modes for BNI varies from two to four depending on the specific multipath observation function . Proof: See Appendix I. In order to numerically evaluate the BNI result given in Proposition 2 for the model of flat reflectors and point scatters, consider the case that target locations at time dwell 1 and 2 are and respectively. Five plane reflectors are defined with parameters and ; while five points scatters are defined at and . Since we assume the LOS path is always absent, to guarantee an invertible FIM, we assume Gaussian supplementary observations of targets at two time instances as for . The root-mean-square error (RMSE) predicted by the CRLBs for the position estimates and are shown in Fig. 7 as function of SNR and the number of reflectors . When BNI is not solvable, the resulting CRLB on p is determined by the supplementary observation which is constant independent of SNR. Fig. 7(a) illustrates the characteristics of flat plane reflectors and indicates that a minimum of three reflectors are required for the CRLB to decrease with SNR. Similarly, Fig. 7(b) illustrates the characteristics of scatter-induced multipath and suggests that a minimum of four point scatters are required to obtain a CRLB which improves with SNR. From this analysis we can infer that the BNI problem can be solved for both multipath scenarios in this example.
Note that although regularized by prior information, the above analysis essentially describes an identifiability analysis driven by of the singularity of FIM. Although "global" Bayesian bounds could be computed, they involve computing the expected FIM with respect to the prior distribution of the STAMP state vector . This averaging often "regularizes" the FIM such that an average of singular matrices becomes non-singular. This limits the use of Bayesian bounds for studying identifiability of the joint estimation problem. In more complicated cases where is always singular, suggesting that the one-way propagation mode without supplementary information has no contribution to the CRLB. Consequently, it may be inferred that the BNI is doable if and only if where is the number of dwells observed, and the factor 2 refers to the number of degrees of freedom of observations (i.e., AOA and TOA).
B. Real Data Geolocation of a Wideband Microwave Source
This section describes the results of applying STAMP to real data from an experiment conducted on the first floor atrium of an engineering building at Duke University. An indoor S-band radar testbed was used [31] , [32] to track the bistatic transmitter with a linear frequency modulated waveform sweeping from 2.1 to 2.7 GHz shown in Fig. 8(a) . The 600 MHz swept bandwidth of the system provides approximately 0.5 meter range resolution. The receiver array contains 16 array elements and both transmit and receive antennas were omnidirectional [26] , [27] . Fig. 8(b) provides views of the experiment environment with red line as the measured trajectory of the transmitter which was used as the target in this experiment. No information about the building floor plan was used by the geolocation algorithm.
We implemented the multi-hypothesis tracking algorithm with the number of hypothesis per dwell as , incorporating the track/reflector initiation algorithm described in Appendix II. All detected TOA/AOA observations, transformed into Cartesian coordinates as if they were LOS observations, are shown in Fig. 9 , where target-observations are marked as red dots as obtained by employing our multi-hypothesis data association algorithm. The estimated target path and reflector positions are shown in Fig. 10 , with the measured path ground truth (black solid line) and the actual floor plan. The NLOS areas are given in the gray regions due to the blockage of two large reinforced concrete pillars. Although both plane reflectors and point scatters are considered, the data association output suggests that mainly specular reflectors are useful for geolocation in this environment. The red solid lines refer to the position of the five estimated plane reflectors as being numbered from 1 to 5, all of which correspond to real planar wall locations as indicated on the floor plan.
The difference between the target position estimates and the ground truth versus time is plotted in Fig. 11 . Assuming the measured ground truth has RMS error of 0.1 m in both x and y directions, the 95% confidence intervals of the estimate error (computed from the EKF posterior error covariance matrix), incorporating the ground truth uncertainties, are also illustrated in this figure as dashed lines. Note that when the target is in a NLOS region (i.e., time dwells 18-25 and 35-51 marked in gray), the positioning errors are larger compared to the LOS regions. However, using the multipath observations with estimated multipath parameters, STAMP is able to maintain the target localization errors to within m. For comparison, target localization errors using LOS observations only are shown in Fig. 12 with 95% error bounds. The data association is solved using the same multi-hypothesis STAMP algorithm, but only LOS observations are utilized for localization. In this case, observe that the estimation error in the LOS region approximates that of STAMP. However, since no observation is present in the NLOS regions, the location error and bounds diverge rapidly with time compared the STAMP results in Fig. 11 (i. e., over m in both x and y directions). Overall, these results suggest that the STAMP algorithm is able to perform indoor geolocation in a real environment by exploiting both LOS and NLOS observations. In addition to target geolocation, Figs. 13 and 14 illustrate errors between the estimated multipath parameters for planar reflectors, and , and the measured ground truth for reflector 1 and 5 respectively. Reflector 1 appears at the first dwell and reflector 5 appears at dwell 20. The 95% confidence intervals of error bounds are also shown as dashed lines representing the uncertainty of the estimate error. Since the reflectors are assumed to be time-invariant, the error bounds decrease monotonically as successive observations obtained.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, joint target and multipath position estimation has been presented for radar target tracking in complex terrain. A recursive Bayesian algorithm, including multi-scan multihypothesis data association, has been presented for estimating target position without detailed knowledge of multipath channel parameters. The approach has been evaluated both via a simulation of urban multipath radar target tracking and via a real data experiment in a simplified one-way target tracking problem using an indoor S-band bi-static radar testbed. The experimental results demonstrate that accurate target localization is possible even when line-of-sight propagation is absent over a significant fraction of the observation interval. The identifiability of both target position and multipath parameters was analyzed by studying the singularity of the Fisher information matrix associated with source location and channel parameter estimates for a one-way, cooperative source scenario. Future work includes extensions of the real data and CRLB analysis of the STAMP to the two-way non-cooperative radar target tracking problem as well as evaluation of STAMP for multi-static radar target tracking.
APPENDIX A PROOFS OF PROPOSITION 1 AND 2
Proof of Proposition 1:
Based on the definition of CRLB [4] , [28] , [29] , the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) for STAMP can be given in the form of . . . 
Based on the matrix inversion identity:
The CRLBs given in Proposition 1 can be obtained from (29) .
Proof of Proposition 2:
For can be expanded as (33) When no informative is available, with rank 0, so that all ray modes without informative do not contributed to . This result suggests that the system is not identifiable regardless of number of ray modes for at a single dwell, as discussion in [29] . Now assuming time-invariant multipath parameters , and suppose that observations from two dwells and are observed. The CRLB analysis for this two-dwell case yields the result that the Fisher information obtained in dwell 2 can be thought of diagonal loading dwell 1 and vice versa. Therefore, the two-dwell FIM is invertible. The BNI CRLB on target positions at time 1 and 2, denoted as and respectively, is given by (34) It can be shown that the 4 4 positive-definite matrix satisfies:
This implies the minimal number of ray modes required to obtain a finite CRLB for and varies from two to four depending on the specific multipath observation function , which proves Proposition 2
APPENDIX B INITIATION OF TARGET POSITION AND NEW RAYMODES
We consider a multi-hypothesis track initiation of STAMP with minimum track latency. Given an initial guess of the x-y coordinate for target position with large uncertainty, we uniformly select a number of initial guesses of the target location from the x-y space, and each location refers as an individual hypothesis . It is also possible that the direct path observation is included in the first set of observations , hence, each of the observations can be assumed as direct-path, so that and its error covariance matrix are given by (36a)
with (36c)
Based on each of the initial guess, reflectors also can be initiated from . Since the BNI guarantees unique solution of target position, as successive observations are obtained and processed, false initiation hypothesis will be eliminated.
Given a hypothesis sequence, all unassociated observations are considered as a new reflector as (37a)
where is the inverse observation function to initialize parameter vector given target position estimate and observation
. A newly initiated reflector will be denoted as a valid reflector if it appears times in the next dwells, and otherwise deleted. In addition, since it is also difficult to distinguish the types of reflector for a single time dwell, we can then initialize all types of reflectors on a single hypothesis, and eliminate the false initiation guess during the validation step.
